Somehow They Are Never Horny!
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Abstract  
With this provocation, we argue that existing HCI discourses on ageing risk rendering older adults as asexual individuals through research writing. We begin by articulating how discursive subjectivities such as users, consumers, participants, etc. are constructed, maintained, and propagated as representations of other individuals/groups through HCI research. We build our argument with examples highlighting tropes that have led to marginalization of certain groups of individuals through research writing. Through our provocation, we argue for re-framing and exploring sexual well-being of older adults as a fundamental humans rights issue and social justice concern while designing technologies. We point to problematic assumptions, amplify concerns, and call for further HCI research on sexual needs, desires, and experiences of older adults.
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Introduction

“I rolled over on my side and saw that my husband of almost 40 years was grinning. “It’s not supposed to be this good when you’re this old.”

Radosh, [16].

With this provocation, we draw attention to how older adults are represented in HCI predominantly as individuals experiencing decline in their everyday capabilities and becoming increasingly dependent on assistance from others i.e. as users who require monitoring and assistance. They are rarely depicted as sexual beings although, as Radosh shows in the opening quote (full quote on p3), they actually are. Resisting the trope of ageing as ‘slow decay’, we problematize discursive depictions of older adults for HCI research and critique an existing model of care for adults based on Activities of Daily Living (see sidebar), a standardized functional measure used in studies of chronic illness and old aged people. Our goal is to foreground issues that have been otherwise overlooked (e.g. human need for intimacy) and amplify concerns that impede well-being of older adults (e.g. touch deprivation) for future HCI research.

Writing About Others

HCI researchers often write about other people’s actions and why those actions matter. Writing about others for HCI research entails the dual responsibility of faithful representation of an event (in terms of accuracy, detail, clarity, intent, etc) and interpretive cohesion of that event in relation to other events (in terms of narrative, priority, agency, contextual sensitivity, etc). HCI researchers produce and maintain writing about others as discursive subjectivities that are historically situated and reflexive. How so?

HCI researchers write about others by producing ethnographic accounts, statistical representations, standardized measures, personas, use case scenarios, design fictions, and research agendas to create specific visions of technology mediated futures. Such writing about others can be used to represent people’s needs in product development processes, justify design choices, guide decision making for policies, advocate for consumer rights, and support specific technological possibilities for the future (by extension refrain others). By writing about other people’s actions, behaviors, experiences, and bodies, HCI researchers introduce: (a) text as research knowledge on subjects and, (b) context upon which such knowledge is to be made sense of.

Through the production of text and context on others, HCI researchers engender and enable specific discursive subjectivities such as users, consumers, participants, hackers, etc in their writings. Such discursive subjectivities are constituted through “the ways in which discursive practice frames individual subjectivities within larger social environment” [1]. Further, production of discursive subjectivities through research writing is contingent on existing paradigms in the field i.e. discursive subjectivities are historically situated and reflexive.

For instance, Bannon outlines the intellectual development of HCI research over time by tracing various frames of references such as human as information processor, computer as intelligent agent, etc [2]. Bannon articulates how different frames of references enable different agendas and allow different ways of talking about others through research writing. Therefore, how we represent others through our research depends on accepted modes of representation (such as ethnographic accounts, demographic survey, etc) and available frames of references currently practiced in HCI discourses. Thus, individuals are understood and represented as different discursive subjectivities under different research paradigms.

Activities of Daily Living (ADL)

Dr. Sidney Katz and his team developed ADL “to measure gains and losses in physical function and serve as the basis for making prognoses for patients treated at the hospital for strokes, hip fractures, and other disabling conditions” [15].

Index of Independence

Katz measured independence in older adults based on six daily activities: bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, continence, and feeding.

Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL)

Engaging with more complex everyday-life activities, IADL focuses on eight functions: ability to use telephone, shopping, food preparation, housekeeping, laundry, mode of transportation, responsibility for own medicines, and handling finances [13].
Rewriting others as discursive subjectivities

Discursive subjectivities in research writing are both descriptive and prescriptive i.e. they are not merely observed descriptions of people but more importantly act as curated performatives. Performatives foreground the relationship between action and effect, use and change through the idea that “one’s identity emerges through various actions performed, and the resulting experiences” [11]. Discursive subjectivities serve as legitimized knowledge about others for further research and practice. Researchers write about others in specific ways (e.g. users, experts, informants, etc) for specific purposes as dictated by their existing disciplinary practices. Grinter eloquently states: “Othering happens when the people who control knowledge production represent those who do not” [7]. In the process of writing about others, HCI researchers rewrite others as discursive subjectivities for specific purposes.

Here we draw attention to the use of tropes as rhetorical devices in rewriting of others through research. Tropes aid convenient generalizations and lend persuasive force by hinting at what may feel obvious and yet unsaid. In research writing, tropes are pragmatic tools that can be used to evoke and normalize certain narratives over others. Let us look at two examples. First, Irani et al. explore the notion of postcolonial computing and point out colonial tropes that characterize “certain people as in need of enlightenment, civilization, and development” through research agendas in HCI for technology design [8]. Second, Spiel et al. survey literature on technology for children with autism and argue that existing research reinforces the problematic narrative of “autism as a medical deficit in need of ‘correction’” thereby ignoring the needs of neurodiverse individuals [18].

Research narratives emboldened by tropes steer dialog and action in a specific direction with specific goals as the obvious logical next step. Thus, development is the obvious logical next step to perceived under-development and assistive technology becomes the obvious logical next step to help individuals who are cast as deficit discursive subjectivities. Tropes perform a normalizing function in research writing by rendering discursive choices as common sense i.e. obvious and yet unsaid. Rewriting of others through research can be problematic for various reasons even though such issues may not always be immediately apparent or easy to critique. Thus, discursive subjectivities produced as legitimized knowledge about others through writing are normalized (i.e. made as norm) using tropes for further research and practice. Above examples [8, 18] demonstrate how tropes operate to normalize certain narratives by supporting problematic assumptions and convenient generalizations leading to marginalization of certain groups of individuals.

Resisting the ‘Slow Decay’ Trope

In the quote (see sidebar), Radosh opens up about her lived experience of erotic pleasure and sexual intimacy as a septuagenarian to foreground the often ignored topic of sexual bereavement (mourning the loss of sexual intimacy when predeceased) within grief and geriatric research. Through a survey study on the issue, Radosh and Simkin argue that “reluctance to acknowledge sexual bereavement may create “disenfranchised grief” leaving the bereaved unsupported in coping with this aspect of mourning” among older adults [17]. Radosh’s work highlights how sexuality is inextricably related to various aspects of human life and the perils of ignoring such a fundamental and core aspect of being human. Sexuality and sexual needs of older adults are rarely acknowledged within research literature across disciplines and “there is limited good-quality research into the sex lives of older people” [19]. In other words, it seems that somehow, they are never considered horny!
Older adults as asexual discursive subjectivities

Through a discourse analysis of 644 archival papers on ageing related research, Vines et al “argue that in HCI “older users” are often portrayed as people with a set of specific characteristics: they have a range of health concerns, they experience physical and cognitive decline, they are slow at performing with technology, and experience social isolation and a loss of independence” [20]. Carroll et al resist the narrative of deficit driven design wherein “the design intervention orients to and addresses problems, in this case the negatives of growing old alone and isolated, and seeks to mitigate these deficits” by positioning elderly people as organizational firekeepers [4]. Inspired by such efforts to resist deficit driven design that casts older adults into limited stereotypes, we would like to disturb existing asexual portrayals of older adults in HCI research.

The ‘slow decay’ trope activates narratives of ageing as inevitable decline in capabilities to function and enjoy everyday life. By casting older adults as individuals who require monitoring and assistance because of their decline in capabilities, such narratives can perpetuate negative and harmful stereotypes. The ‘slow decay’ trope pushes monitoring and assistance as the obvious logical next step to improving lives of older adults instead of building community and autonomy. Resisting such narratives, we argue for more HCI research exploring sexual wellbeing of older adults.

Why research the sexuality of older adults?

Sexuality and sexual needs of older adults are neither acknowledged nor represented within existing HCI research. ADL has been used to develop and study ambient information systems [6], real-time monitoring [14], smart homes [12, 5], and assistive living [21] for older adults, to name a few. Since ADL does not account for sexual needs of older adults, HCI works built on ADL perpetuate the same, which we find both worrying and puzzling as researchers. Here we point to three problematic assumptions that impede research concerning sexual well-being of older adults:

Sexual pleasure is not important for older adults

Sexual needs and desires of older adults are assumed to either be non-existent or take lower priority compared to other needs i.e. a decline in interest and ability to enjoy sex. This assumption can lead to researchers ignoring serious issues like touch deprivation in older adults.

Sexual desires of older adults are a deviance from norm

The sexuality of older adults is often portrayed as comical, embarrassing, odd, and at times perverted (e.g. inter-generational sexual relationships are usually mocked at by implying bodies of older adults cannot be desirable or sexually arousing to others; derogative words include ‘cougar’ for older women and ‘creep’ for older men.)

Sexual needs of older adults are homogeneous

Older adults are assumed to all have (or lack) the same sexual needs, challenges, beliefs, and experiences. Further, sexual abuse and frustrations among older adults living in care facilities are seldom discussed while considering the design of such spaces.

In conclusion, HCI lacks the language, methodologies, and technologies that enable researchers to address sexual needs of older adults. One way of doing this would be to consider sexuality as an indispensable part of human experience while conceptualizing models of care for older population. This would for instance make it easier to show that multimodal research should also be better at understanding how touch communicates feelings and supports intimate visual or speech communication. Most importantly, we must strive to resist harmful tropes while representing the needs, desires, and experiences of older adults through HCI research.
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